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RESISTANCE DISTANCE IN STRAIGHT LINEAR 2-TREES
WAYNE BARRETT ,˚ EMILY. J. EVANS :, AND AMANDA E. FRANCIS ;
Abstract. We consider the graphGn with vertex set V pGnq “ t1, 2, . . . , nu and ti, ju P EpGnq if and only if 0 ă |i´ j| ď 2. We call Gn
the straight linear 2-tree on n vertices. Using∆–Y transformations and identities for the Fibonacci and Lucas numbers we obtain explicit formulae
for the resistance distance rGn pi, jq between any two vertices i and j of Gn. To our knowledge tGnu
8
n“3 is the first nontrivial family with
diameter going to 8 for which all resistance distances have been explicitly calculated. Our result also gives formulae for the number of spanning
trees and 2-forests in a straight linear 2-tree. We show that the maximal resistance distance in Gn occurs between vertices 1 and n and the minimal
resistance distance occurs between vertices n{2 and n{2` 1 for n even (with a similar result for n odd). It follows that rnp1, nq Ñ 8 as n Ñ8.
Moreover, our explicit formula makes it possible to order the non-edges of Gn exactly according to resistance distance, and this ordering agrees
with the intuitive notion of distance on a graph. Consequently, Gn is a geometric graph with entirely different properties than the random geometric
graphs investigated in [6]. These results for straight linear 2-trees along with an example of a bent linear 2-tree and empirical results for additional
graph classes convincingly demonstrate that resistance distance should not be discounted as a viable method for link prediction in geometric graphs.
Key word. effective resistance, resistance distance, 2–tree, spanning tree
1. Introduction. The resistance distance (also known as the effective resistance) of a graph is one measure of
quantifying structural properties of a given graph. Roughly speaking the resistance distance between two nodes on a
graph is determined by considering the graph as an electrical circuit with edges being represented as resistors. Using
the standard laws of electrical conductance, the resistance distance of the graph can be determined. For undirected
graphs, a well known result links the resistance distance between two nodes to the Moore-Penrose inverse of the graph
Laplacian. It is also well known that the resistance distance of a graph is directly related to the commute time in
a graph. For a few graphs, such as the wheel and the fan, resistance distance between any two vertices has been
calculated explicitly as a function of the number of vertices in the graph [1, 10].
The resistance distance has been used by several authors to perform operations on graphs and to quantify graph
behavior. Spielman and Srivastava [7] have used resistance distance between nodes of graphs to develop an algorithm
to rapidly sparsify a given graph while maintaining spectral properties. Resistance distance is also seen in the field of
distributed control and estimation. In particular, one problem in this field is the estimation of several variables in the
presence of noisy data. This is of particular interest in the design and operation of sensor arrays [2].
Recently, concerns were raised that resistance distance fails a number of desirable properties of a distance function
for certain random geometric graphs [6]. For these graphs they obtain the asymptotic result that
(1) rGpi, jq « 1
degpiq `
1
degpjq .
Since the value of rGpi, jq here depends only on the degrees of vertices i and j, they conclude that rGpi, jq is com-
pletely meaningless as a distance function on these large geometric graphs.
Of course, the preceding result does not hold for some classes of graphs. For trees rGpi, jq “ dGpi, jq, so rGpi, jq
is still a distance function. Although resistance distance has been calculated for a number of special graphs [1, 10],
there seems to be a paucity of results for infinite classes of graphs. (Some exceptions are paths, wheels, and fans.) We
investigate another infinite class of 2-trees in this paper for which rGpi, jq retains all desirable properties of a distance
function.
DEFINITION 1 (straight linear 2-tree). A straight linear 2-tree is a graphGn with n vertices with adjacency ma-
trix that is symmetric, banded, with the first and second subdiagonals equal to one, and first and second superdiagonals
equal to one, and all other entries equal to zero. See Figure 1.
Remark 2. We observe that Gn is a geometric graph. This can easily be seen by placing the vertices so that all of
the triangles in Figure 1 are equilateral.
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Fig. 1: A straight linear 2-tree
Our main result is:
THEOREM 34. Let Gn be the straight linear 2-tree on n vertices labeled as in Figure 1, and let m “ n ´ 2 be
the number of triangles in Gn. Then for any two vertices j and j ` k of Gn,
rmpj, j ` kq “
řk
i“1 pFiFi`2j´2 ´ Fi´1Fi`2j´3qF2m´2i´2j`5
F2m`2
,
or in closed form
rmpj, j ` kq “
F 2m`1 ` F 2kF 2m´2j´k`3 ` Fm`15 rFm´kpkLk ´ Fkq ` Fm´k`1 ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkqs
F2m`2
where Fp is the pth Fibonacci number and Lk is the kth Lucas number.
An important consequence of the first formula is Corollary 37, which verifies that resistance distance behaves as
a distance function. There is one additional property that rmpj, j ` kq should have to be a genuine distance function,
namely rmpj, j ` kq should increase without bound as k Ñ8.
It is easy to see from the second formula that
THEOREM 30. Let Gn and Gn`1 be the straight linear 2-trees on n and n` 1 vertices respectively. Then
lim
nÑ8
rrm`1p1, n` 1q ´ rmp1, nqs “ 1
5
.
In particular, lim
nÑ8
rmp1, nq “ 8.
Now suppose Hn is any connected subgraph of Gn containing the two degree two vertices 1 and n. Recall
Rayleigh’s monotonicity law [5, Lemma D] which states that if P is an electrical circuit with a resistance on each
edge, and a new circuit K is created from P by lowering the resistance on an existing edge, or inserting a new edge,
then rKpi, jq ď rHpi, jq for all vertices i and j ofH . Applying this law we have the following result
rHnp1, nq ě rGnp1, nq.
So, as a consequence
COROLLARY 5. Let Gn be the linear 2-tree in Figure 1 and let Hn be any connected subgraph of Gn containing
vertices 1 and n. Then
lim
nÑ8
rHnp1, nq “ 8.
In particular, neither the geometric graph Gn, nor any of its connected subgraphs containing vertices 1 and n,
exhibits the behavior in Equation 1.
We conjecture that similar asymptotic behavior holds for the straight linear k-trees and its subgraphs, where the
straight linear k-tree is the graph with vertex set t1, 2, . . . , nu and ti, ju P EpGq if and only if 0 ă |i ´ j| ď k.
This leads us to believe there are large classes of geometric graphs for which the results in [6] do not hold. Further
investigation is needed, but we believe that resistance distance still deserves consideration as an effective tool for link
prediction and other applications.
A major question is: Which real-life networks behave like subgraphs of straight linear 2-trees (or k-trees), and
which behave like the random geometric graphs in [6]?
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In Section 2 we provide needed background, explain our main tool, the ∆–Y transform, and cite important Fi-
bonacci and Lucas number identities that will be used in the paper. In Section 3 we illustrate our method for deter-
mining resistance distance between any two nodes in a straight linear 2-tree by considering the simpler problem of
determining the resistance distance between the extreme vertices. Next, in Section 4 we give the proof of our main
result. In Section 5 we apply our main result to give an explicit formula for the number of spanning trees and 2-forests
in a straight linear 2-tree. As we will show, the denominator in the formulae in Theorem 34 is the number of spanning
trees of Gn matching the results for fans in [1]. Next, in Section 6, we use our main result to obtain a monotonicity
result and apply this result to the link prediction problem. Finally, in Section 7 we give some conclusions and some
conjectures.
2. Notation and Necessary Identities. An undirected graph G consists of a finite set V called the vertices, a
subset E of two-element subsets of V called the edges, and a set w of positive weights associated with each edge in
G. Our focus is on connected simple graphs, although we occasionally allow a single multiple edge when calculating
resistance using the parallel rule. For convenience we usually take the vertex set V to be t1, 2, . . . , nu.
The adjacency matrix of G, ApGq, is the nˆ n nonnegative symmetric matrix defined by
aij “
"
wpi, jq if ti, ju is an edge of G
0 otherwise
and its Laplacian matrix, LpGq is the nˆ n real symmetric matrix defined by
ℓij “
$&
%
degpiq if i “ j
´wpi, jq if i ‰ j and ti, ju is an edge of G
0 otherwise,
where degpiq is the sum of the edge weights of the edges incident to i. The Laplacian matrix of a connected graph is
a singular positive semidefinite matrix whose null space is spanned by the all ones vector.
Now assume that the graph G represents an electrical circuit with resistances on each edge. The resistance on
a weighted edge is the reciprocal of its edge weight. Given any two nodes i and j assume that one unit of current
flows into node i and one unit of current flows out of node j. The potential difference vi ´ vj between nodes i and j
needed to maintain this current is the effective resistance or resistance distance between i and j since by Ohm’s law,
the resistance, rGpi, jq is
rGpi, jq “ vi ´ vj
1
“ vi ´ vj .
The following method for calculating rpi, jq works for every circuit. Let vi be the potential at node i and let v “
rv1, . . . , vnsT be the n-vector of voltages. The source vector of currents is s “ ei ´ ej . Then by Kirchoff’s law and
Ohm’s law,
LpGqv “ s.
It follows that for any generalized inverseX of LpGq, v “ Xs. Then
rGpi, jq “ vi ´ vj “ pei ´ ejqTXpei ´ ejq.
UsuallyX is taken to be L:, the Moore-Penrose inverse of LpGq, so we have
(2) rGpi, jq “ pei ´ ejqTL:pei ´ ejq.
This formula works extremely well for small and intermediate sized graphs, but is difficult to apply both theoretically
and computationally for very large graphs. However, many other techniques can be employed to calculate resistance
distance, including the well-known series and parallel rules and the ∆–Y transformation.
DEFINITION 6 (Series Transformation). Let N1, N2, and N3 be nodes in a graph where N2 is adjacent to only
N1 and N3. Moreover, let RA equal the resistance between N1 and N2 and RB equal the resistance between node
N2 and N3. A series transformation transforms this graph by deleting N2 and setting the resistance between N1 and
N3 equal to RA `RB .
3
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Fig. 2: ∆ and Y circuits with vertices labeled as in Definition 8.
DEFINITION 7 (Parallel Transformation). Let N1 and N2 be nodes in a multi-edged graph where e1 and e2
are two edges between N1 and N2 with resistances RA and RB , respectively. A parallel transformation trans-
forms the graph by deleting edges e1 and e2 and adding a new edge between N1 and N2 with edge resistance
r “
´
1
RA
` 1
RB
¯´1
.
A∆–Y transformation is a mathematical technique to convert resistors in a triangle (∆) formation to an equivalent
system of three resistors in a “Y” format as illustrated in Figure 2. We formalize this transformation below.
DEFINITION 8 (∆–Y transformation). Let N1, N2, N3 be nodes and RA, RB and RC be given resistances as
shown in Figure 2. The transformed circuit in the “Y” format as shown in Figure 2 has the following resistances:
R1 “ RBRC
RA `RB `RC(3)
R2 “ RARC
RA `RB `RC(4)
R3 “ RARB
RA `RB `RC(5)
PROPOSITION 9. Series transformations, parallel transformations, and ∆–Y transformations yield equivalent
circuits.
Proof. See [8] for a proof of this result.
In addition to the network transformations just described, we will also use the following cut-vertex theorem to
calculate resistance distances. It is evident that this result must hold from the physical meaning of resistance distance.
However, we were unable to find this exact statement in past work, so we have included it for completeness.
THEOREM 10 (Cut Vertex). Let G be a connected graph with weights wpi, jq for every edge of G and suppose v
is a cut-vertex of G. Let C be a component of G ´ v and let H be the induced subgraph on V pCq Y tvu. Then for
each pair of vertices i, j ofH ,
(6) rGpi, jq “ rHpi, jq.
Proof. Equation 6 is trivially true if i “ j, so assume i ‰ j. Let V pGq “ t1, 2, . . . , nu. Without loss of generality
we take V pHq “ t1, 2, . . . , ku.
Case 1: Neither i nor j is v. Without loss of generality we take i and j to be vertices 1 and 2, and v to be vertex k.
We may then write the Laplacian matrices of G andH as
LG “
»
————–
d1 ´a ´bT ´g 0
´a d2 ´cT ´h 0
´b ´c D ´x 0
´g ´h ´xT dk ´yT
0 0 0 ´y E
fi
ffiffiffiffifl , LH “
»
——–
d1 ´a ´bT ´g
´a d2 ´cT ´h
´b ´c D ´x
´g ´h ´xT d 1k
fi
ffiffifl ,
4
Since dk “ g ` h` xT1` yT1 and d 1k “ g ` h` xT1, we have dk “ d 1k ` yT1. By Lemma 1 in [1],
(7) rGp1, 2q “
det
»
– D ´x 0´xT dk ´yT
0 ´y E
fi
fl
det
»
——–
d1 ´a ´bT 0
´a d2 ´cT 0
´b ´c D 0
0 0 0 E
fi
ffiffifl
“
det
»
– D ´x 0´xT dk ´yT
0 ´y E
fi
fl
det
»
– d1 ´a ´bT´a d2 ´cT
´b ´c D
fi
fl ¨ detE
.
Note that we chose to delete row and column k in the denominator rather than either row and column 1 or row and
column 2 as in the statement of Lemma 1. This is permissible, however, because all cofactors of LG are equal since
all row and column sums are zero. Applying Lemma 1 to vertices 1, and 2 and the subgraphH ,
(8) rHp1, 2q “
det
„
D ´x
´xT d 1k

det
»
– d1 ´a ´bT´a d2 ´cT
´b ´c D
fi
fl
.
However,
det
»
– D ´x 0´xT dk ´yT
0 ´y E
fi
fl “ det
»
– D ´x 0´xT dk ´ 1Ty ´yT ` 1TE
0 ´y E
fi
fl .
We have dk ´ 1Ty “ d 1k, and, because the column sums of LG are 0, ´yT ` 1TE “ 0.
Therefore,
det
»
– D ´x 0´xT dk ´yT
0 ´y E
fi
fl “ det „ D ´x´xT d 1k

¨ detE.
Then, by Equations 7 and 8, rGp1, 2q “ rHp1, 2q.
Case 2: v is one of the vertices i, j. Without loss of generality, take i “ v “ 1 and j “ 2. Then we may write the
Laplacian matrices of G andH as
LG “
»
——–
d1 ´a ´bT ´yT
´a d2 ´cT 0
´b ´c D 0
´y 0 0 E
fi
ffiffifl , LH “
»
– d 11 ´a ´bT´a d2 ´cT
´b ´c D
fi
fl .
where d1 “ a` bT1` yT1 and d 11 “ a` bT1. Then by Lemma 1 in [1],
rGp1, 2q “
det
„
D 0
0 E

det
»
– d2 ´cT 0´c D 0
0 0 E
fi
fl
“ detD detE
det
„
d2 ´cT
´c D

¨ detE
“ detD
det
„
d2 ´cT
´c D
 “ rHp1, 2q,
which completes the proof.
2.1. Fibonacci and Lucas Identities. Both Fibonacci and Lucas numbers are important to the proof of our main
results. By Fn we denote the nth Fibonacci number and by Lm we denote themth Lucas number.
PROPOSITION 11. F´n “ p´1qn`1Fn.
Proof. For the proof see [9].
5
PROPOSITION 12. F 2n ` F 2n`1 “ F2n`1.
Proof. For the proof see [9].
PROPOSITION 13. F2m “ LmFm.
Proof. For the proof see [9].
PROPOSITION 14. Fk`m “ Fk`1Fm ` FkFm´1.
Proof. For the proof see [4].
COROLLARY 15. F2m “ Fm`1Fm ` FmFm´1.
PROPOSITION 16. Fn`m “ Fn`1Fm`1 ´ Fn´1Fm´1
Proof. For the proof see [4].
PROPOSITION 17. [Catalan’s Identity] F 2n ´ Fn`rFn´r “ p´1qn´rF 2r
Proof. For the proof see [9].
PROPOSITION 18. [d’Ocagne’s Identity] FnFm`1 ´ FmFn`1 “ p´1qmFn´m.
Proof. For the proof see [9].
PROPOSITION 19. 2Fm`1 “ Fm ` Lm.
Proof. For the proof see [9].
COROLLARY 20. Fm`1 ` Fm´1 “ Lm.
PROPOSITION 21. Lm`1 “ 2Fm ` Fm`1.
Proof. For the proof see [4].
PROPOSITION 22. 5F 2n ´ L2n “ 4p´1qn ` 1
Proof. For the proof see [9].
COROLLARY 23. lim
nÑ8
Ln
Fn
“
?
5.
PROPOSITION 24. Fm “ 1
5
pLm´1 ` Lm`1q.
Proof. For the proof see [9].
PROPOSITION 25. F2n`2 “ 2F2n ` F2n´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` F2 ` 1.
3. Maximal resistance distance in the straight linear 2-tree. When determining the resistance distance be-
tween node 1 and node n we use the following algorithm, demonstrated in Figures 3a, 3b, 4, and 5
‚ First perform the∆–Y transform on the leftmost triangle (defined by the vertices 1, 2, and 3). This results in
a new graph node ˚ as shown in Figure 3a.
‚ Next, sum the weight between vertices 2 and ˚ with the weight between vertices 2 and 4, delete vertex 2 and
rename vertex * as vertex 2 as shown in Figure 3b.
‚ Perform a∆-Y transform on the new left-most triangle.
We continue in this manner until all triangles have been removed and we are left with a pair of parallel edges and a
long tail, as in Figure 5.
Remark 26. Notice that the kth ∆–Y transformation transforms a triangle with node labels k, k ` 1, and k ` 2
into a Y with nodes labeled k, k ` 1, k ` 2, and ˚. We adopt the convention that the edge RkA “ rpk, k ` 1q,
RkB “ rpk, k ` 2q, and RkC “ rpk ` 1, k ` 2q. Thus, in the subsequent, equivalent network, tk “ Rk3 “ rp˚, kq,
sk “ Rk2 “ rp˚, k ` 1q, and bk “ Rk1 “ rp˚, k ` 2q. We call tk the tail resistance because after a sequence of ∆–Y
transforms several resistors are left in a tail. This resistance will never be involved in another ∆-Y transformation.
6
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n ´ 4
n ´ 3
n ´ 2
n ´ 1
n
˚
2
(a) A linear 2-tree after the first∆–Y transformation.
1
3
4
5
6
n´ 4
n´ 3
n´ 2
n´ 1
n
2
(b) A linear 2-tree after the first∆–Y transformation once two edges are merged, a vertex is removed, and a vertex is renamed.
Fig. 3: A linear 2-tree after step one and step two of the algorithm . The dashed edges are the edges with new weights
after the transformation. The dashed red edge (from node 1 to node 2) is the “tail” of the transformation.
Notice that when performing the merge step described in the second bullet above, sk will always be on the edge that
is merged. It is easy to verify that RkC “ 1 for every k. See Figure 4.
1 2 k ´ 1
t1
k
tk´1
˚
Rk
3
k ` 2
Rk
1
k ` 1 k ` 3
k ` 4
n´ 3
n´ 3
n´ 2
n´ 1
n
Rk
2
Fig. 4: A straight linear 2-tree after the kth ∆´ Y transformation. The dashed edges are the edges with new weights
after the transformation. The dashed red edge (from node k to node ˚) is the newest “tail” of the transformation.
For the remainder of this section we assume that all edge weights are one.
LEMMA 27. When performing the kth ∆–Y transformation, RkA `RkB `RkC “
F2k`2
F2k
.
Proof. We proceed by induction. When performing the first ∆–Y transformation, R1A “ R1B “ R1C “ 1. Hence
R1A ` R1B ` R1C “ 3 “ 3{1 “ F4{F2 as expected. We now assume that upon performing the k ´ 1st transformation
Rk´1A ` Rk´1B ` Rk´1C “
F2k
F2k´2
and will show that RkA ` RkB ` RkC “
F2k`2
F2k
. By Definition 8 the k ´ 1st ∆–Y
transformation yields
Rk´11 “
Rk´1B R
k´1
C
Rk´1A `Rk´1B `Rk´1C
“ R
k´1
B
Rk´1A `Rk´1B `Rk´1C
and
Rk´12 “
Rk´1A R
k´1
C
Rk´1A `Rk´1B `Rk´1C
“ R
k´1
A
Rk´1A `Rk´1B `Rk´1C
.
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Hence
RkA `RkB `RkC “ Rk´11 ` pRk´12 ` 1q `RkC “ 2`
Rk´1A `Rk´1B
Rk´1A `Rk´1B `Rk´1C
“ 3´ R
k´1
C
Rk´1A `Rk´1B `Rk´1C
“ 3´ 1
Rk´1A `Rk´1B `Rk´1C
“ 3´ F2k´2
F2k
“ 3F2k ´ F2k´2
F2k
“ F2k`2
F2k
.
LEMMA 28. Following the algorithm detailed for application of the ∆–Y transform to the linear 2-tree with m
cells, for 1 ď p ď m´ 1 after the pth∆–Y transform
sp “
F 2p
F2p`2
, bp “ Fp`1
Lp`1
, and tp “ FpFp`1
LpLp`1
.
where sp, bp and tp are as defined in Remark 26.
Proof. We show this result inductively. After the first ∆–Y transform s1 “ 1{3 “ F 21 {F4, b1 “ 1{3 “ F2{L2,
and t1 “ 1{3 “ pF1F2q{pL1L2q.
Suppose after the k´ 1st∆–Y transformation sk´1 “
F 2k´1
F2k
, bk´1 “ Fk
Lk
. Let RA “ bk´1, RB “ sk´1 ` 1, and
RC “ 1. Then by Definition 8 we have
R1 “ RBRC
RA `RB `RC “
sk´1 ` 1
RA `RB `RC “
1` F
2
k´1
F2k
F2k`2
F2k
“ F2k ` F
2
k´1
F2k`2
“ FkLk ` F
2
k´1
Fk`1Lk`1
“ FkFk`1 ` FkFk´1 ` F
2
k´1
Fk`1Lk`1
“ Fk`1 pFk ` Fk´1q
Fk`1Lk`1
“ Fk`1
Lk`1
“ bk.
Similarly,
R2 “ RARC
RA `RB `RC “
Fk
Lk
F2k`2
F2k
“ F2kFk
F2k`2Lk
“ F
2
k
F2k`2
“ sk.
Also, we have
R3 “ RARB
RA `RB `RC “ R1bk´1 “
FkFk`1
LkLk`1
“ tk.
THEOREM 29. Let Gn be the linear 2-tree with n vertices and m “ n ´ 2 cells. Then the resistance distance
between nodes 1 and n is given by
rp1, nq “ 2F
2
m`1
Lm`1Lm
`
m´1ÿ
i“1
FiFi`1
LiLi`1
“ m` 1
5
` 4Fm`1
5Lm`1
.
Proof. We determine the resistance distance by performingm´ 1 ∆–Y transformations. After performing these
transformations we are left with a circuit with a long series tail, and two nodes connected in parallel (as shown in
8
1 2
t1
3
t2
n´ 3 ˚
tn´3
n´ 1
bn´3
n
1
n´ 2
1sn´3
Fig. 5: A linear 2-tree after them´ 1st ∆–Y transformation.
Figure 5). We first perform a parallel transformation on these two edges, specifically
ˆ
1
1` sm´1 `
1
1` bm´1
˙´1
“
¨
˝ 1
1` F
2
m´1
F2m
` 1
1` Fm
Lm
˛
‚
´1
“
ˆ
F2m
F2m ` F 2m´1
` Lm
Lm ` Fm
˙´1
“
ˆ
F2m
FmFm`1 ` FmFm´1 ` F 2m´1
` Lm
2Fm`1
˙´1
“
ˆ
F2m
FmFm`1 ` Fm´1Fm`1 `
Lm
2Fm`1
˙´1
“
ˆ
F2m
F 2m`1
` Lm
2Fm`1
˙´1
“
ˆ
2F2m ` Fm`1Lm
2F 2m`1
˙´1
“
ˆ
Lmp2Fm ` Fm`1q
2F 2m`1
˙´1
“
ˆ
LmLm`1
2F 2m`1
˙´1
“ 2F
2
m`1
Lm`1Lm
.
All that remains is to consider the series portion of the circuit which contains the “tails” of each transformation. By
Lemma 28 the tail after transformation i is
FiFi`1
LiLi`1
. Summing the resistances yields the desired result. For the proof
of the second equality, see Propositions 51 and 52.
The proof that this is the maximal resistance distance for the straight linear 2-tree with n vertices will be given in
Section 6. However we show one more interesting result.
THEOREM 30. Let G be the straight linear 2-tree with n vertices and H be the straight linear 2-tree with n` 1
vertices.Then
lim
nÑ8
rrHp1, n` 1q ´ rGp1, nqs “ 1
5
.
Proof. Letm “ n´ 2. By Theorem 29
rHp1, n` 1q “ m` 2
5
` 4Fm`2
5Lm`2
and rGp1, nq “ m` 1
5
` 4Fm`1
5Lm`1
.
Subtracting yields
rHp1, n` 1q ´ rGp1, nq “ 1
5
` 4Fm`2
5Lm`2
´ 4Fm`1
5Lm`1
.
Taking limits and applying Corollary 23 gives
lim
nÑ8
rrHp1, n` 1q ´ rGp1, nqs “ 1
5
` 4
5
ˆ
lim
nÑ8
Fm`2
Lm`2
´ lim
nÑ8
Fm`1
Lm`1
˙
“ 1
5
` 4
5
ˆ
1?
5
´ 1?
5
˙
“ 1
5
.
4. Resistance between arbitrary points on a straight linear 2-tree. We now extend the∆–Y transformmethod
of the previous section to derive the resistance distance between any two nodes in the straight linear 2-tree.
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LEMMA 31. Let G be the straight linear 2-tree with m cells and resistance equal to one on all edges except the
edge between nodes 1 and 2 for which the resistance is F2p`1{F2p`2 where p is an integer greater than or equal to 0.
Following the algorithm detailed in Section 2 after the ith (for 1 ď i ď m´ 1)∆–Y transform
si,p “ FiFi`2p
F2i`2p`2
, bi,p “ Fi`1Fi`2p`1
F2i`2p`2
, and ti,p “ FiFi`1Fi`2pFi`2p`1
F2i`2pF2i`2p`2
.
Proof. We show this result inductively. After the first ∆–Y transform
s1,p “ F2p`1{F2p`4 “ pF1F1`2pq{pF2`2p`2q,
b1,p “ F2p`2{F2p`4 “ pF1`1F1`2p`1q{F2`2p`2, and
t1,p “ F2p`1{F2p`4 “ pF1F2F1`2pF1`2p`1{F2`2pF2`2p`2.
Suppose after the k ´ 1st ∆–Y transformation sk´1,p “ Fk´1Fk´1`2p
F2k`2p
and bk´1,p “ FkFk`2p
F2k`2p
. Then RkA “ bk´1,p
and RkB “ sk´1,p ` 1, and RkC “ 1 so
RA `RB `RC “ bk´1,p ` sk´1,p ` 1` 1 “ FkFk`2p ` Fk´1Fk´1`2p ` 2F2k`2p
F2k`2p
“ F2k`2p´1 ` 2F2k`2p
F2k`2p
“ F2k`2p`2
F2k`2p
.
Also we have
R1 “ RBRC
RA `RB `RC “
sk´1,p ` 1
RA `RB `RC “
1` Fk´1Fk´1`2p
F2k`2p
F2k`2p`2
F2k`2p
“ F2k`2p ` Fk´1Fk´1`2p
F2k`2p`2
“ Fk`1Fk`2p ` FkFk`2p´1 ` Fk´1Fk´1`2p
F2k`2p`2
“ Fk`1Fk`2p ` Fk`1Fk´1`2p
F2k`2p`2
“ Fk`1Fk`2p`1
F2k`2p`2
“ bk,p.
We also have
R2 “ RARC
RA `RB `RC “
FkFk`2p
F2k`2p
F2k`2p`2
F2k`2p
“ FkFk`2p
F2k`2p`2
“ sk,p,
and
R3 “ RARB
RA `RB `RC “ R1bk´1,p “
Fk`1Fk`2p`1FkFk`2p
F2k`2p`2F2k`2p
“ tk,p.
LEMMA 32. With reference to Lemma 28 and Lemma 31,
sp ` bp “ F2p`1
F2p`2
, and si,p ` bi,p “ F2i`2p`1
F2i`2p`2
.
Proof. Using Lemmas 28 and 31, the proofs of both equalities are straightforward.
LEMMA 33. Given the straight linear 2-tree with n vertices andm “ n´2 cells, the resistance distance between
node j and node j ` k where j ě 1 and 2 ď k ď n´ j is
(9)
k´1ÿ
i“1
FiFi`1Fi`2j´2Fi`2j´1
F2i`2j´2F2i`2j
`
ˆ
1
bk´1,j´1
` 1
1` sk´1,j´1 ` sm´j´k`1 ` bm´j´k`1
˙´1
“
k´1ÿ
i“1
FiFi`1Fi`2j´2Fi`2j´1
F2i`2j´2F2i`2j
` pF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2qFkF2j`k´2
F2j`2k´2F2m`2
,
where si,p and bi,p are as given in Lemma 31.
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˚ j ` 1
j j ` 2
j ` 3
j ` k ´ 2
j ` k ´ 1
j ` k
j ` k ` 1
#
j ´ 1
tj´1
321
t1 t2
j ` k ` 2
tℓ
n´ 2 n´ 1 n
t1t2sj´1
sℓ
bℓ
bj´1
(a) The straight linear 2-tree G after j ´ 1 ∆–Y transformations on the left andm ´ j ´ k ` 1 transformations on the right.
˚ j ` 1
j j ` 2
j ` 3
j ` k ´ 2
j ` k ´ 1
j ` k
j ` k ` 1
#
sj´1
sℓ
bℓ
bj´1
(b) The graph G after tails are removed.
j ` 1
j j ` 2
j ` 3
j ` k ´ 2
j ` k ´ 1
j ` k
j ` k ` 1
#
sℓ
bℓ
sj´1 ` bj´1
(c) The graph G after a series transformation
j j ` 1 j ` 2 j ` k ´ 2 ˚
j ` k ´ 1
j ` k
j ` k ` 1
#
t1,j´1 t2,j´1 tk´1,j´1
sk´1,j´1
bk´1,j´1
1
sℓ
bℓ
(d) The graph G after k ´ 1 ∆–Y transformations on the left.
Fig. 6: The process used to find resistance distance for an arbitrary pair of nodes in the straight linear 2-tree G. Since
∆–Y transformations are performed on the right and left hand sides ofG, we use ˚ to denote the central node in the Y
on the left of the graph, and# for the central Y node on the right.
Proof. First we apply p “ j ´ 1 ∆–Y transformations, on the left-most triangles, and ℓ “ m ´ j ´ k ` 1
transformations on the right-most triangles, as seen in Figure 6(a). By the cut vertex theorem, we can ignore the tails
on both sides of the graph, as in Figure 6(b). When we use a series transformation on the leftmost two remaining
edges, we obtain the graph in Figure 6(c), which by Lemma 32 has edge weight
wpj, j ` 1q “ F2j´1
F2j
.
Finally, we perform k ´ 1 ∆–Y transformations to obtain the graph in Figure 6(d). Lemma 31 gives the first equality
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in the theorem. For the second equality, note thatˆ
1
bk´1,j´1
` 1
1` sk´1,j´1 ` sm´j´k`1 ` bm´j´k`1
˙´1
“
¨
˝ F2j`2k´2
FkF2j`k´2
` 1
1` Fk´1F2j`k´3
F2j`2k´2
` F2m´2j´2k`3
F2m´2j´2k`4
˛
‚
´1
“
ˆ
F2j`2k´2
FkF2j`k´2
` F2j`2k´2F2m´2j´2k`4
F2m´2j´2k`4F2j`2k´2 ` F2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`2k´2
˙´1
“
ˆ
F2j`2k´2
FkF2j`k´2
` F2j`2k´2F2m´2j´2k`4
F2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2
˙´1
“ pF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2qFkF2j`k´2
F2j`2k´2pF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2q ` F2j`2k´2F2m´2j´2k`4FkF2j`k´2
“ pF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2qFkF2j`k´2
F2j`2k´2pF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2 ` F2m´2j´2k`4FkF2j`k´2q
“ pF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2qFkF2j`k´2
F2j`2k´2pF2m´2j´2k`4F2j`2k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2q
pF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2qFkF2j`k´2
F2j`2k´2F2m`2
We are now prepared to prove our main result.
THEOREM 34. Given a straight linear 2-tree with n vertices andm “ n´2 cells, the resistance distance between
node j ă n and node j ` k ď n, k ě 1, is
(10) rmpj, j ` kq “
řk
i“1 rFiFi`2j´2 ´ Fi´1Fi`2j´3sF2m´2i´2j`5
F2m`2
“ F
2
m`1 ` F 2kF 2m´2j´k`3 ` Fm`15 rFm´kpkLk ´ Fkq ` Fm´k`1 ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkqs
F2m`2
.
Proof. We first show that
(11) rmpj, j ` kq “
řk
i“1 rFiFi`2j´2 ´ Fi´1Fi`2j´3sF2m´2i´2j`5
F2m`2
.
Fixing n and 1 ď j ă n, we induct on k.
Base Case: Let k “ 1. Applying∆-Y transformations to both sides of the linear 2-tree yields the situation shown
in Figure 7. The resistance distance rmpj, j ` 1q is given by a simple application of the parallel rule coupled with the
cut vertex theorem.
rmpj, j ` 1q “
ˆ
1
bj´1 ` sj´1 `
1
bm´j ` sm´j ` 1
˙´1
“
¨
˝ F2j
F2j´1
` 1
F2m´2j`1
F2m´2j`2
` 1
˛
‚
´1
“
ˆ
F2j
F2j´1
` F2m´2j`2
F2m´2j`3
˙´1
“ F2j´1F2m´2j`3
F2jF2m´2j`3 ` F2m´2j`2F2j´1 “
F2j´1F2m´2j`3
F2m`2
as desired.
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1 2 3 j ´ 1 ˚
j ` 1
j j ` 2
# j ` 3 n ´ 1 n
t1 t2 tj´1
bj´1
sj´1
1
bm´j tm´j t1
sm´j
Fig. 7: A linear 2-tree after p “ j´1 ∆–Y transformations are done on the left and n´j´2 “ m´j transformations
are done on the right.
We now assume that (11) holds for k and show it also holds for k ` 1. By Lemma 33
rmpj, j ` k ` 1q ´ rmpj, j ` kq “ FkFk`1Fk`2j´2Fk`2j´1
F2k`2j´2F2k`2j
` pF2m´2j´2k`2FkF2j`k´2 ` F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`2kqFk`1F2j`k´1
F2j`2kF2m`2
´ pF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2qFkF2j`k´2
F2j`2k´2F2m`2
.
After getting common denominators, we have
rmpj, j ` k ` 1q ´ rmpj, j ` kq “ F2m`2FkFk`1Fk`2j´2Fk`2j´1
F2j`2kF2j`2k´2F2m`2
` F2j`2k´2pF2m´2j´2k`2FkF2j`k´2 ` F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`2kqFk`1F2j`k´1
F2j`2kF2j`2k´2F2m`2
´ F2j`2kpF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3 ` F2m´2j´2k`5F2j`2k´2qFkF2j`k´2
F2j`2kF2j`2k´2F2m`2
(12) “ F2m`2FkFk`1Fk`2j´2Fk`2j´1 ` F2j`2k´2F2m´2j´2k`2FkF2j`k´2Fk`1F2j`k´1
F2j`2kF2j`2k´2F2m`2
´ F2j`2kF2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3FkF2j`k´2
F2j`2kF2j`2k´2F2m`2
` F2m´2j´2k`3Fk`1F2j`k´1 ´ F2m´2j´2k`5FkF2j`k´2
F2m`2
Given that F2m`2 “ F2m´2j´2k`4F2j`2k ´ F2m´2j´2k`2F2j`2k´2 by Proposition 16, we combine the numer-
ators of the first and second fractions to obtain
(13) F2j`2k´2pF2m´2j´2k`2FkF2j`k´2Fk`1F2j`k´1 ´ F2m´2j´2k`2FkFk`1Fk`2j´2Fk`2j´1q
` F2j`2kpF2m´2j´2k`4FkFk`1Fk`2j´2Fk`2j´1 ´ F2m´2j´2k`4Fk´1F2j`k´3FkF2j`k´2q
“ F2j`2kF2m´2j´2k`4FkFk`2j´2pFk`1Fk`2j´1 ´ Fk´1F2j`k´3q
“ F2j`2kF2m´2j´2k`4FkFk`2j´2pF2k`2j´2q
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Thus,
rmpj, j`k`1q´rmpj, j`kq “ F2m´2j´2k`4FkFk`2j´2 ` F2m´2j´2k`3Fk`1F2j`k´1 ´ F2m´2j´2k`5FkF2j`k´2
F2m`2
“ rFk`1Fk`2j´1 ´ FkFk`2j´2sF2m´2k´2j`3
F2m`2
Adding this result to řk
i“1 rFiFi`2j´2 ´ Fi´1Fi`2j´3sF2m´2i´2j`5
F2m`2
yields řk`1
i“1 rFiFi`2j´2 ´ Fi´1Fi`2j´3sF2m´2i`5´2j
F2m`2
as desired.
We now prove the second equality of the theorem by noting that if
Ck “
F 2m`1 ` F 2kF 2m´2j´k`3 ` Fm`1 pFm´kpkLk ´ Fkq ` Fm´k`1 ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkqq {5
F2m`2
then C1 “
F 2m`1 ` F 2m´2j`2
F2m`2
“ F2j´1F2m´2j`3
F2m`2
by Catalan’s Identity and
Ck`1 ´ Ck “
F 2k`1F
2
m´2j´k`2 ´ F 2kF 2m´2j´k`3
F2m`2
` Fm`1 pFm´k´1ppk ` 1qLk`1 ´ Fk`1qq
5F2m`2
` Fm`1
5F2m`2
pFm´k ppk ´ 4qFk`2 ` p2k ` 4qFk`1 ´ kLk ` Fkq ´ Fm´k`1 ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkqq .
Replacing Fm´k`1 by Fm´k`Fm´k´1, Fk`2 by Fk`1`Fk and Lk`1 by Fk`2`Fk, and Lk by Fk`1`Fk´1 gives
Ck`1 “ Ck “
F 2k`1F
2
m´2j´k`2 ´ F 2kF 2m´2j´k`3
F2m`2
` Fm`1
5F2m`2
pFm´k´1ppk ` 1qpFk`2 ` Fkq ´ Fk`1 ´ pk ´ 5qFk`1 ´ p2k ` 2qFkqq
` Fm`1
5F2m`2
pFm´k p2kFk`1 ` pk ´ 3qFk ´ kFk´1 ´ pk ´ 5qFk`1 ´ p2k ` 2qFkqq
“ F
2
k`1F
2
m´2j´k`2 ´ F 2kF 2m´2j´k`3 ` Fm`1Fm´k´1Fk`1 ` Fm`1Fm´kFk´1
F2m`2
“ F
2
k`1F
2
m´2j´k`2 ´ F 2kF 2m´2j´k`3 ` Fm`1Fm´k`1Fk`1 ´ Fm`1Fm´kFk
F2m`2
Notice that the numerator above takes the form Fk`1A´ FkB, where
A “ Fk`1F 2m´2j´k`2 ` Fm`1Fm´k`1, and B “ FkF 2m´2j´k`3 ` Fm`1Fm´k.
Proposition 53 and Proposition 54 demonstrate that
A “ F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`k´1 ` FkFm´2j´k`2Fm´2j´k`3
and
B “ F2j`k´2F2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fk`1Fm´2j´k`3Fm´2j´k`2.
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Thus,
Ck`1 ´ Ck “ pFk`1A´ FkBq{F2m`2
“ F2m´2j´2k`3rFk`1F2j`k´1 ´ FkF2j`k´2s{F2m`2
“ rmpj, j ` k ` 1q ´ rmpj, j ` kq
which gives the second equality.
5. Spanning trees and 2-forests in straight linear 2-trees.
THEOREM 35. The number of spanning trees in the straight linear 2-tree withm triangles is F2m`2.
Proof. For ease of notation we will let Sm “ the collection of spanning trees in a linear 2-tree withm triangles.
It is straightforward to verify that |S1| “ 3 “ F4. Now suppose that |Sk| “ F2k`2 for all k ă m. Consider a linear
2-treeGn with n vertices andm “ n´2 triangles, labeling the exterior edges from left to right, as shown in the figure
below.
1 3e2
2
e1
4e3
5e4
m
m` 1
m` 2
em`2
em`1
Notice that no spanning tree can contain all of the exterior edges. Thus, we can partition Sm into m` 2 sets as
follows.
C1 = trees in Sm which contain e2, e3, . . . , em`2 but do not contain e1.
C2 = trees in Sm which contain e3, e4, . . . , em`2 but do not contain e2.
C3 = trees in Sm which contain e4, e5, . . . , em`2 but do not contain e3.
C4 = trees in Sm which contain e5, e6, . . . , em`2 but do not contain e4.
...
Cm`2 = trees in Sm which do not contain em`2.
In general, if k ď m and the edges ek`1, . . . , em`2 are each contained in a spanning tree T for Gm, then none
of the diagonal edges ti, i ` 1u for i ě k can be contained in T . Thus, the trees contained in Ck for 2 ă k ď m are
exactly the same as the spanning trees of the graph Gm with the edges ek and ti, i ` 1uiěk removed. By examining
the Table 1, it is apparent that the number of spanning trees in Ck for k ě 2 is the same as the number of spanning
trees in Gk´2, which, according to our inductive hypothesis, is exactly F2pk´2q`2. Finally, we conclude that
|Sm| “ 1` F2 ` F4 ` . . .` F2m´2 ` 2F2m “ F2m`2.
Theorems 34 and 35 together with Lemma 2 in [1] give the following combinatorial result.
THEOREM 36. Let G be a straight linear 2-tree with n “ m` 2 vertices. Then the number of spanning 2-forests
of G which separate nodes j and j ` k is
(14)
kÿ
i“1
rFiFi`2j´2 ´ Fi´1Fi`2j´3sF2m´2i´2j`5
“ F 2m`1 ` F 2kF 2m´2j´k`3 `
Fm`1
5
pFm´kpkLk ´ Fkq ` Fm´k`1 ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkqq .
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k Gm with relevant edges removed |Ck|
1
e3 em`1
em`2
e2 em 1
2
e5
e4
em`1e3
em`2
em
e1
F2
3 e2
e5 em`1
e1
e4
em`2
em
F4
4 e2
e5e3 em`1
e1
em`2
e6 F6
...
...
...
m´ 1 e2
e1
em`1e2
em`2
em´2 em F2pm´3q`2
m e2
em`1e3 em´1
e1
e4
em`2
F2pm´2q`2
m` 1 e2
e3
e1
e4
em`2
em
e5
F2pm´1q`2
m` 2 e2
e1
e3
e4
e5
em
em`1
F2pm´1q`2
Table 1: Showing the number of spanning trees in Ck for k ě 2 is the same as the number of spanning trees in Gk´2.
6. Monotonicity, Minimal Resistance, and Link Prediction in the Straight Linear 2-tree. The first formula
in Theorem 34 gives
(15) rmpj, j ` k ` 1q ´ rmpj, j ` kq “ pFk`1F2j`k´1 ´ FkF2j`k´2qF2m´2j´2k`3
F2m`2
,
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which for k “ 1 is
rmpj, j ` 2q ´ rmpj, j ` 1q “ pF2j ´ F2j´1qF2m´2j`1
F2m`2
.
Since j ď m, we have
rmpj, j ` 2q ´ rmpj, j ` 1q
#
“ 0 if j “ 1,
ą 0 if j ą 1.
If k ě 2 in (15), j`k`1 ď m`2, so 2m´2j`1 ě 1 and F2m´2j`1 ą 0. Then rmpj, j`k`1q´rmpj, j`kq ą 0.
It follows that,
rmpj, j ` k ` 1q ´ rmpj, j ` kq :
" “ 0 for j “ 1, k “ 1
ą 0 otherwise.
By the left-right symmetry of the linear 2-tree,
rmpj ´ 1, j ` k ´ 1q ´ rmpj, j ` kq :
" “ 0 for j “ n´ 1, k “ 1
ą 0 otherwise.
This yields the following monotonicity result:
THEOREM 37. Let 1 ď j1 ď j ă j ` k ď j1 ` k1 ď n, and letm “ n´ 2. Then
rmpj1, j1 ` k1q ´ rmpj, j ` kq ě 0
and equals 0 if and only if
1. j1 “ j and k1 “ k,
2. j1 “ j “ 1, k “ 1, and k1 “ 2, or
3. j1 “ n´ 2, j “ n´ 1, and k “ 1, k1 “ 2.
COROLLARY 38. The maximal resistance distance in a straight linear 2-tree on n vertices is rmp1, nq.
THEOREM 39. For a straight linear 2-tree with n vertices and m “ n ´ 2 triangles, the function gk,mpjq “
rmpj, j ` kq is unimodal for j in r1, n´ ks with its maxima at the endpoints and minimum (minima) at
j “
$&
%
m´k`3
2
, m´ k odd,
m´k`3`1
2
, m´k`3´1
2
m´ k even.
Moreover, it is strictly decreasing from the left endpoint to its (first) minimum, strictly increasing from its (second)
minimum to its right endpoint, and gk,mpjq “ gk,mpn´ k ´ j ` 1q.
Proof. Looking at the second formula in Theorem 34, we see that the only dependence on j comes from the term
F 2kF
2
m´2j´k`3. Since F
2
m´2j´k`3 clearly has the stated properties and F
2
k is constant and positive, so does gk,m.
COROLLARY 40. The minimal resistance distance in a straight linear 2-tree withm triangles is
rm
´n
2
,
n
2
` 1
¯
“ Fn´1
Ln´1
, n even
r
´n´ 1
2
,
n` 1
2
¯
“ r
´n` 1
2
,
n` 3
2
¯
“ Fn´1
Ln´1
` 1
Fn´2
, n odd.
Proof. By Theorem 37, the minimum must occur for an edge of the form tj, j ` 1u. By the second formula in
Theorem 34,
rmpj, j ` 1q “
F 2m`1 ` F 2m´2j`2
F2m`2
.
By Theorem 39, the minimum occurs at j “ m`2
2
for m even and for j “ pm ` 2 ˘ 1q{2 for m odd. The
respective minima are
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r
´n
2
,
n
2
` 1
¯
“ F
2
n´1 ` F 20
F2n´2
“ F
2
n´1
Fn´1Ln´1
“ Fn´1
Ln´1
and
r
´n´ 1
2
,
n` 1
2
¯
“ r
´n` 1
2
,
n` 3
2
¯
“ F
2
n´1 ` F 21
F2n´2
“ Fn´1
Ln´1
` 1
Fn´2
.
as claimed.
Not surprisingly the minimal resistance distance occurs uniquely (for n even) at the most centered edge
 
n
2
, n
2
` 1( .
For n odd it occurs at the two most centered edges. Less obvious is that since the minimal resistance distance,
Fn´1
Ln´1
por Fn´1
Ln´1
` 1
Fn´2
q Ñ 1?
5
as nÑ8, every resistance distance in the sequence of straight linear 2-trees is bounded uniformly away from zero.
When resistance distance is used in link prediction, the resistance distance is calculated for each non-edge and the
non-edges are ranked from lowest to highest resistance distance. If it is desired to predict ℓ links, then the ℓ non-edges
with lowest resistance distance are the ones predicted. It is evident from Theorem 37 that the non-edge with lowest
resistance distance must have the form tj, j ` 3u. From the second formula in Theorem 34,
rmpj, j ` 3q “
F 2m`1 ` 2Fm`1Fm´1 ` 4F 2m´2j
F2m`2
which for m even is minimized at j “ m
2
“ n
2
´ 1 by Theorem 39. Then the non-edge with smallest resistance
distance is tn
2
´ 1, n
2
` 2u. Note that n
2
´ 1 and n
2
` 2 are the most central non-adjacent vertices in the straight linear
2-tree. Beginning with unit resistances on every edge this is a natural choice for the first link predicted. (A similar
conclusion holds form odd.)
In fact, the next theorem will enable us to determine the ranking given by resistance distance of all non-edges in
a straight linear 2-tree.
THEOREM 41. rmpj, j ` kq ă rmpℓ, ℓ` pk ` 1qq for every ℓ and j.
Before giving the proof of this theorem we state and prove the following.
LEMMA 42.
(16)
Fm`1
5
rFm´k´1ppk ` 1qLk`1 ´ Fk`1q ` Fm´kppk ´ 4qFk`2 ` p2k ` 4qFk`1q
´Fm´kpkLk ´ Fkq ´ Fm´k`1ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkqs
“ Fm`1pFm´k`1Fk`1 ´ FkFm´kq.
Proof. For ease of notation, define
LHpm, j, kq “ Fm`1
5
rFm´k´1ppk ` 1qLk`1 ´ Fk`1q ` Fm´kppk ´ 4qFk`2 ` p2k ` 4qFk`1q
´Fm´kpkLk ´ Fkq ´ Fm´k`1ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkqs .
We expand Lk “ Fk`1 ` Fk´1 to obtain
LHpm, j, kq “ Fm`1
5
rFm´k´1ppk ` 1qFk`2 ` pk ` 1qFk ´ Fk`1q ´ Fm´k`1ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkq
`Fm´kppk ´ 4qFk`2 ` pk ` 4qFk`1 ´ kFk´1 ` Fkqs
Expanding the Fk`2 terms, this becomes
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Fm`1
5
rFm´k´1pkFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkq ´ Fm´k`1ppk ´ 5qFk`1 ` p2k ` 2qFkq
`Fm´kp2kFk`1 ` pk ´ 3qFk ´ kFk´1qs
Next, Fm´k`1 “ Fm´k ` Fm´k´1 gives
Fm`1
5
rFm´k´1p5Fk`1q ` Fm´kppk ` 5qFk`1 ´ pk ` 5qFk ´ kFk´1qs
“ Fm`1
5
rFm´k´1p5Fk`1q ` Fm´kp5Fk´1qs
Finally, we note that Fk´1 “ Fk`1 ´ Fk to obtain (16).
Proof. (of Theorem 41) By Theorem 39, rmp1, 1 ` kq ą rmpj, j ` kq for all j with 1 ă j ă n ´ k. We
first consider the case when m ´ pk ` 1q is odd. In this case the minimum of rmpℓ, ℓ ` pk ` 1qq occurs at ℓ “
pm´ pk ` 1q ` 3q{2 “ pn´ pk ` 1q ` 1q{2 , so it suffices to show that
rmp1, 1` kq ă rm
ˆ
n´ k
2
,
n´ k
2
` k ` 1
˙
.
Using Theorem 34 and Lemma 42
rmppn´ kq{2, pn´ kq{2` pk ` 1qq ´ rmp1, 1` kq
“ Fm`1pFk`1Fm´k`1 ´ FkFm´kq ´ F 2kF 2m´k`1
“ pFk`1Fm´k`1 ` FkFm´kqpFk`1Fm´k`1 ´ FkFm´kq ´ F 2kF 2m´k`1
“ F 2k`1F 2m´k`1 ´ F 2kF 2m´k ´ F 2kF 2m´k`1
“ pF 2k`1 ´ F 2k qF 2m´k`1 ´ F 2kF 2m´k
“ pFk`1 ` FkqpFk`1 ´ FkqF 2m´k`1 ´ F 2kF 2m´k
“ Fk`2Fk´1F 2m´k`1 ´ F 2kF 2m´k
“ pFk`2 ´ Fk`1qFk´1F 2m´k`1 ` Fk`1Fk´1F 2m´k`1 ´ F 2kF 2m´k
“ FkFk´1F 2m´k`1 ` rF 2k ` p´1qksF 2m´k`1 ´ F 2kF 2m´k
“ rFkFk´1 ` p´1qksF 2m´k`1 ` F 2k pF 2m´k`1 ´ F 2m´kq
“ rFkFk´1 ` p´1qksF 2m´k`1 ` F 2kFm´k`2Fm´k´1.
The first term is greater than 0 for all k ě 2 and the second term is greater than or equal to 0 for all k ě 2 and
equals 0 if and only ifm “ k ` 1. A similar argument can be used to show that rmp1, 1` kq ă rmpℓ, ℓ` kq for all ℓ
in the case thatm´ pk ` 1q is even.
Using Theorem 39 and Theorem 41 together the non-edges of a straight linear 2-tree can easily be put in order
according to resistance distance. One begins with the list of non-edges with nodes that are three apart selecting first
the center-most non-edge(s) and moving toward the ends in both directions. Next one considers the list of non-edges
with nodes four apart selecting again the center-most non-edge and moving towards the ends in both directions. One
continues in this manner until selecting the last non-edge t1, nu.
For example, given the straight linear 2-tree on 9 vertices, the non-edges ranked from smallest to greatest resis-
tance distance, with an & sign if they are tied, are:
t3, 6u&t4, 7u, t2, 5u&t5, 8u, t1, 4u&t6, 9u, t3, 7u, t2, 6u&t4, 8u, t1, 5u&t5, 9u, . . . , t1, 8u&t2, 9u, t1, 9u.
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In order to predict ℓ links simply take the first ℓ non-edges on the list, breaking a tie arbitrarily if necessary.
Other than trees and cycles, these linear 2-trees are the only arbitrarily large graphs we know of for which all
non-edges can be totally ordered by resistance distance. Of course, this infinite family we have considered is highly
structured. It would be interesting to find regularity in the ranked predicted links for less structured graphs. Neverthe-
less, it is now evident that the extremely regular behavior of resistance distance in straight linear 2-trees shares nothing
in common with that of the random geometric graphs in [6]. We believe many other graph classes exhibit this kind of
regularity.
7. Conclusions and conjectures. Theorem 30 implies that if G is a straight linear 2-tree with n vertices, then
rGp1, nq Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. Rayleigh’s monotonicity Law (see for example [5, Lemma D]) states that if H is an
electrical circuit with a resistance on each edge and we create a new circuit K from H by lowering the resistance on
an existing edge or inserting a new edge, then rKpi, jq ď rHpi, jq for all vertices i and j of H . This fact coupled
with Theorem 30 imply for any connected subgraph of this straight linear 2-tree containing vertices 1 and n, that
rp1, nq Ñ 8 also as nÑ8. This is the opposite behavior from [6] which would say (by Equation 1) that rp1, nq Ñ 1.
DEFINITION 43. A straight linear k-tree is a graph Gn with n vertices with adjacency matrix that is symmetric,
banded, with the first through kth subdiagonals equal to one and first through kth superdiagonals equal to one, and
all other entries equal to zero. In other words Gn is the graph whose (0,1)-adjacency matrix is defined by
aij “
#
1 if 0 ă |i´ j| ď k
0 otherwise.
Empirical evidence has allowed us to make the following conjecture:
CONJECTURE 44. Let G be the straight linear k-tree, k ě 1, with n vertices and H be the straight linear k-tree
with n` 1 vertices.Then
lim
nÑ8
rHp1, n` 1q ´ rGp1, nq “ 6
kpk ` 1qp2k ` 1q .
We have also done work on the broader class of linear 2-trees [3]. We recall that a k-tree is constructed inductively
by starting with a complete graph on k`1 vertices and connecting each new vertex to the vertices of an existing clique
on k vertices. For example, the five 2-trees on 6 vertices are given in Figure 8.
Fig. 8: All the 2-trees on 6 vertices
DEFINITION 45 (linear 2-tree). A linear 2-tree is a graph G that is constructed inductively by starting with a
triangle and connecting each new vertex to the vertices of an existing edge that includes a vertex of degree 2. In other
words, a linear 2-tree is a 2-tree with exactly two vertices of degree 2.
So just two of the graphs in Figure 8 are linear 2-trees. It is straightforward to modify the argument in Section 5
to obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 46. The number of spanning trees in a linear 2-tree withm triangles is F2m`2.
DEFINITION 47 (bent linear 2-tree). A bent linear 2-tree is a graph with n vertices such that for some k P
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k ` 1
k ` 2
k
k ´ 1
k ´ 2 k ` 3
k ` 45
4 n´ 3
3
2
1
n´ 2
n´ 1
n
Fig. 9: A linear 2-tree with n vertices and single bend at vertex k.
t3, 4, . . . , n´ 3u, its adjacency matrix is
aij “
$’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’%
1 if j “ i` 1
1 if j “ i´ 1
1 if j “ i` 2 and i ‰ k ` 1
1 if j “ i´ 2 and i ‰ k ` 3
1 if j “ i` 3 and i “ k
1 if j “ i´ 3 and i “ k ` 3
0 otherwise.
See Figure 9.
We have the following result for a linear 2-tree that is straight except for the existence of a bend at vertex k (see
Figure 9).
THEOREM 48. Given a bent linear 2-tree with n vertices,m “ n´ 2 cells, and one bend located at vertex k, the
resistance distance between node 1 and node n is
(17) rm,kp1, nq “ m` 1
5
` 4Fm`1
5Lm`1
řk
j“3
“p´1qjFm´2j`3pFm`2 ` Fj´2Fm´j`1q‰
F2m`2
.
With this result in mind we have the following conjecture
CONJECTURE 49. Let G be a linear 2-tree. If the diameter of the 2-tree tends to infinity, the maximal resistance
distance of the linear 2-tree is also unbounded.
A graph has tree width ď k if it is the subgraph of some k-tree. We have done computer calculations for the triangular
grid graph on 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, . . . vertices shown in Figure 10 (for 15 vertices) which does not have bounded tree-width
as the number of vertices goes to infinity. Nevertheless, assuming unit resistances on each edge, we have the following
conjecture about the growth of the resistance distance.
CONJECTURE 50. Let Tn be the triangular grid graph shown in Figure 10 with n rows and m “ n2 cells.
Moreover let a and b be distinct vertices with degree 2 and let rnpa, bq be the resistance distance between a and b in
Tn. Then
lim
nÑ8
expprn`1pa, bqq ´ expprnpa, bqq “ C ą 0.
Moreover limnÑ8 rnpa, bq “ 8.
These examples convincingly demonstrate that resistance distance should not be discounted as a method for link
prediction. A difficult, subtle problem is to make a judgment about a given real-life network as to whether it is more
like a random geometric graph, a subgraph of a linear k-tree, a subgraph of a triangular grid, or in some other class.
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ab
Fig. 10: A triangular grid with 4 rows.
A. Appendix. The following two propositions complete the proof of Theorem 29
PROPOSITION 51. Form ě 1,
mÿ
i“1
FiFi`1
LiLi`1
“ pm` 1qLm`1 ´ Fm`1
5Lm`1
.
Proof. Form “ 1:
2 ¨ L2 ´ F2
5L2
“ 2 ¨ 3´ 1
5 ¨ 3 “
5
15
“ 1
3
, and
F1F2
L1L2
“ 1
3
.
Define
Sm “
mÿ
i“1
FiFi`1
LiLi`1
and assume that
Sm “ pm` 1qLm`1 ´ Fm`1
5Lm`1
.
Then,
Sm`1 “
m`1ÿ
i“1
FiFi`1
LiLi`1
“ pm` 1qLm`1 ´ Fm`1
5Lm`1
`Fm`1Fm`2
Lm`1Lm`2
“ pm` 1qLm`1Lm`2 ´ Fm`1Lm`2 ` 5Fm`1Fm`2
5Lm`1Lm`2
.
Applying Proposition 24 yields,
Sm`1 “ pm` 1qLm`1Lm`2 ´ Fm`1Lm`2 ` Fm`1Lm`1 ` Fm`1Lm`3
5Lm`1Lm`2
.
“ pm` 1qLm`1Lm`2 ` 2Fm`1Lm`1
5Lm`1Lm`2
“ pm` 1qLm`2 ` 2Fm`1
5Lm`2
“ pm` 2qLm`2 ´ Fm`2
5Lm`2
.
Since 2Fm`1 “ Fm`1 ` Fm`3 ´ Fm`2 “ Lm`2 ´ Fm`2 by Corollary 20.
PROPOSITION 52.
2F 2m`1
LmLm`1
` mLm ´ Fm
5Lm
“ m` 1
5
` 4Fm`1
5Lm`1
.
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Proof. Using Proposition 24 we obtain
2F 2m`1
LmLm`1
` mLm ´ Fm
5Lm
“ 10F
2
m`1 `mLmLm`1 ´ FmLm`1
5LmLm`1
“ 2Fm`1pLm ` Lm`2q `mLmLm`1 ´ FmLm`1
5LmLm`1
“ Lmp2Fm`1 `mLm`1q ` 2Fm`1Lm`2 ´ FmLm`1
5LmLm`1
“ Lmp2Fm`1 `mLm`1q ` 2Fm`1pLm ` Lm`1q ´ FmLm`1
5LmLm`1
“ Lmp4Fm`1 `mLm`1q ` 2Fm`1Lm`1 ´ FmLm`1
5LmLm`1
“ Lmp4Fm`1 `mLm`1q ` Lm`1p2Fm`1 ´ Fmq
5LmLm`1
“ Lmp4Fm`1 `mLm`1q ` Lm`1pLmq
5LmLm`1
“ 4Fm`1 ` pm` 1qLm`1
5Lm`1
“ m` 1
5
` 4Fm`1
5Lm`1
.
The following two propositions complete the proof of Theorem 34
PROPOSITION 53.
(18) Fk`1F
2
m´2j´k`2 ` Fm`1Fm´k`1 “ F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`k´1 ` FkFm´2j´k`2Fm´2j´k`3
Proof. Let A be the left-hand side of (18). We transform A using Proposition 14 and the relations F´n “
p´1qn`1Fn, Fm´2j´k`2Fm´k ` Fm´2j´k`3Fm´k`1 “ F2m´2j´2k`3 and F2j`k´1 “ F´2j`1Fk`1 ´ FkF´2j`2.
A “ Fk`1Fm´2j´k`2pFm´kF´2j`1 ` Fm´k`1F´2j`2q ` Fm`1Fm´k`1
“ Fm´2j´k`2Fm´kF´2j`1Fk`1 ` Fm´k`1pFk`1Fm´2j´k`2F´2j`2 ` Fm`1q
“ F2m´2j´2k`3F´2j`1Fk`1 ´ Fm´2j´k`3Fm´k`1F´2j`1Fk`1 ` Fm´k`1pFk`1Fm´2j´k`2F´2j`2 ` Fm`1q
“ F2m´2j´2k`3pF2j`k´1 ` F´2j`2Fkq
` Fm´k`1p´Fm´2j´k`3F´2j`1Fk`1 ` Fk`1Fm´2j´k`2F´2j`2 ` Fm`1q
“ F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`k´1 ` F2m´2j´2k`3F´2j`2Fk
` Fm´k`1p´Fm´2j´k`3F´2j`1Fk`1 ` Fk`1Fm´2j´k`2F´2j`2 ` Fm`1q
We note that since
(19) Fm`1 “ Fm´2j´k`3F2j`k´1 ` Fm´2j´k`2F2j`k´2
“ Fm´2j´k`3pFk`1F2j´1 ` FkF2j´2q ` Fm´2j´k`2pF2j´2Fk`1 ` F2j´3Fkq
then
A “ F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`k´1 ` F2m´2j´2k`3F´2j`2Fk ` Fm´k`1pFm´2j´k`3FkF2j´2 ` Fm´2j´k`2F2j´3Fkq
“ F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`k´1 ` Fk rF´2j`2pF2m´2j´2k`3 ´ Fm´k`1Fm´2j´k`3q ` Fm´k`1Fm´2j´k`2F2j´3s
“ F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`k´1 ` Fk rF´2j`2Fm´kFm´2j´k`2 ` Fm´k`1Fm´2j´k`2F2j´3s
“ F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`k´1 ` FkFm´2j´k`2pF´2j`2Fm´k ` Fm´k`1F3´2jq
“ F2m´2j´2k`3F2j`k´1 ` FkFm´2j´k`2pFm´2j´k`3q
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PROPOSITION 54.
(20) FkF
2
m´2j´k`3 ` Fm`1Fm´k “ F2j`k´2F2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fk`1Fm´2j´k`3Fm´2j´k`2
Proof. We use the relationsFm´2j´k`3 “ Fm´k`1F´2j`3`Fm´kF´2j`2, F2m´2j´2k`3 “ Fm´2j´k`3Fm´k`1`
Fm´kFm´2j´k`2, and F2j`k´2 “ F´2j`3Fk ´ Fk`1F´2j`2. Let B equal the left-hand side of (20).
B “ FkFm´2j´k`3pFm´k`1F´2j`3 ` Fm´kF´2j`2q ` Fm`1Fm´k
“ FkFm´2j´k`3Fm´k`1F´2j`3 ` Fm´kpFkFm´2j´k`3F´2j`2 ` Fm`1q
“ FkF´2j`3pF2m´2j´2k`3 ´ Fm´kFm´2j´k`2q ` Fm´kpFkFm´2j´k`3F´2j`2 ` Fm`1q
“ pF2j`k´2 ` Fk`1F´2j`2qF2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fm´kpFkFm´2j´k`3F´2j`2 ` Fm`1 ´ FkF´2j`3Fm´2j´k`2q
“ F2j`k´2F2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fk`1F´2j`2F2m´2j´2k`3
` Fm´kpFkFm´2j´k`3F´2j`2 ` Fm`1 ´ FkF´2j`3Fm´2j´k`2q
We use (19) again, to verify that
B “ F2j`k´2F2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fk`1F´2j`2F2m´2j´2k`3
` Fm´kpFm´2j´k`3Fk`1F2j´1 ` Fm´2j´k`2F2j´2Fk`1q
“ F2j`k´2F2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fk`1F´2j`2pFm´2j´k`3Fm´k`1 ` Fm´2j´k`2Fm´kq
` Fm´kpFm´2j´k`3Fk`1F2j´1 ` Fm´2j´k`2F2j´2Fk`1q
“ F2j`k´2F2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fm´2j´k`3pFk`1F´2j`2Fm´k`1 ` Fm´kFk`1F2j´1q
` Fm´2j´k`2pFk`1F´2j`2Fm´k ` Fm´kF2j´2Fk`1q
“ F2j`k´2F2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fm´2j´k`3Fk`1pF´2j`2Fm´k`1 ` Fm´kF1´2jq
“ F2j`k´2F2m´2j´2k`3 ` Fk`1Fm´2j´k`3Fm´2j´k`2
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